**Books, ebooks, and book chapters**

**Books**

**Authored book**


**Edited book**

Editor, A., & Editor, B. (Eds.). (Year). *Title of book: Subtitle of book* (edition, if other than the first). Publisher Name.


**Ebooks**

* Treat texts found in a database without a DOI the same as print version. Citation ends after “Publisher Name.”

**With DOI, available online**

Author, A., & Author, B. (Year). *Title of book: Subtitle of book* (edition, if other than the first). Publisher Name. [https://doi.org/xxxx](https://doi.org/xxxx)

Williams, F. M., & Emerson, C. J. (2008). *Becoming leaders: A practical handbook for women in engineering, science, and technology.* ASCE Press, ASME Press, & Society of Women Engineers. [https://doi.org/10.1061/9780784409206](https://doi.org/10.1061/9780784409206)
**With URL only (no DOI), available online**

Author, A., & Author, B. (Year). *Title of book: Subtitle of book* (edition, if other than the first). Publisher Name. [URL](#)


**Without DOI, available in database**


**Chapter in an edited ebook, available online**

* Treat texts found in a database without a DOI the same as print version. Citation ends after “Publisher Name.”

**With DOI in a database**

Author, A. A., & Author, B. B. (Year). Title of chapter. In A. Editor & B. Editor (Eds.), *Title of book* (edition, if other than the first, volume, if any, pp. XX–XX). Publisher Name. [https://doi.org/...](https://doi.org/...)


**Without DOI, available online**

Author, A. A., & Author, B. B. (Year). Title of chapter. In A. Editor & B. Editor (Eds.), *Title of book* (edition, if other than the first, pp. XX–XX). Publisher Name. [URL](#)

**Work in an anthology**

Author, A. A., & Author, B. B. (Year). Title of work. In A. Editor & B. Editor (Eds.), *Title of book* (edition, if other than the first, pp. XX–XX). Publisher Name. URL (Original work published date)


**Online dictionary, encyclopedia, or other reference work**

*When an online reference work is continuously updated and there is no stable or archived version of the work, include a retrieval date.*

Editor, A. (Ed.). (Year). *Title of publication*. Site Name/Publisher. Retrieved Month Day, Year, from URL


**Single entry in an online reference work**

Author, A. (Year). Title of entry. In A. A. Editor (Ed.), *Title of reference work* (edition, if other than the first). Site Name/Publisher. URL


**Articles**

**Online journal articles**

*Treat texts found in a database without a DOI the same as print version. Citation ends without URL or hyperlink.*

**With DOI**


Without DOI, available online
Author, A. (Year). Title of article. Publication Title, volume number(issue), pp–pp. URL

https://scholarworks.wmich.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=3889&context=jssw

Magazine article retrieved online
*If you retrieve a magazine article from a database, omit URL. Substitute DOI, if available.
Author, A. (Year, Month Day). Title of article. Publication Title, volume number(issue), pp–pp. URL

https://www.apa.org/monitor/2014/12/ebola

Newspaper articles
*Only use this category if the article has an associated daily or weekly newspaper. If the article is from a news website (BBC News, CNN, Huffpost, etc.), use the format for the article on a news website in the webpages category.
Retrieved online
Author, A. (Year, Month Day). Title of article. Newspaper Title. URL


Retrieved in a database
Author, A. (Year, Month Day). Title of article. Newspaper Title, Section.

Blog post

Author, A. A. (Year, Month Day). Title of blog post. Blog Name. URL


Multimedia

Motion picture or documentary film

*The director should be credited as the author of a film; if the director is unknown, someone in a similar role can be credited instead to aid readers in retrieving the work (e.g., Host, Producer, Composer, or Artist).

Film available online

Director, B. B. (Director). (Year). Title of motion picture or documentary film [Description]. Production Company. URL


https://www.pbs.org/video/tidewater-mqgr0m

Film not available online

Director, B. B. (Director). (Year). Title of motion picture or documentary film [Description]. Production Company.


YouTube or other streaming Internet video

*For online streaming videos, the person or group who uploaded the video is credited as the author for retrievability, even if they did not create the work.

Author, A. A. [Screen name, if different]. (Year, Month Day). Title of video [Video]. Platform Name. URL


https://vimeo.com/125117388
Podcast, single episode

Host, H. (Host). (Year, Month Day). Title of podcast episode (No. if available). [Audio podcast episode]. In Title of podcast. Production Company. URL


TED Talks

*When the TED Talk comes from TED's website, use the name of the speaker as the author. When the TED Talk is on YouTube, list the uploader as the author to aid in retrieval.

From TED website

Speaker, A. A. (Year, Month Day). Title of video [Video]. TED Conferences. URL


From YouTube

TED. (Year, Month Day). Name of Speaker: Title of video [Video]. YouTube. URL


Webpages & Websites

*A webpage will never be the home page of the URL. It is part of a greater whole that is the website. When author and site name are the same, omit the site name from the source element. Provide the most specific date possible. Include a retrieval date only when the content is designed to change over time and the page is not archived.

Webpage

Author, A. A. (Year, Month Day). Title of page or section. Site Name. URL


Updated January 2020
Article on a news website

*Use this category for news articles that are not associated with a daily or weekly newspaper. When the author of the webpage and the site name are the same, omit the site name from the reference entry.

- Author, A. A. (Year, Month Day). Title of article. Site Name. URL

- Avramova, N. (2019, January 3). The secret to a long, happy, healthy life? Think age-positive. CNN.  

Supplemental materials

Report: Corporate/government, group author, retrieved online

*If a report, series, or issue number is given, provide this in parentheses after the title. Describe less common forms of reports in square brackets after the title like the example below. If the report number is available, and the report needs a special description, place the parentheses before the brackets in the reference entry.

- Name of Group. (Year, Month Day). Title of report (Report number, if available) [Description, if needed]. Publisher Name (omit if the same name as group author). DOI or URL


Report: Database, nongovernmental organization

- Author, A. A., Author, B. B., & Author, C. C. (Year, Month Day). Title of report (Report number, if available). Publisher Name (omit if the same name as group author). DOI (if available)